Together

Eucan achieve!

Ask any EuCAN volunteer what’s the attraction of volunteering and you will
hear the same answers: fresh air, healthy exercise, learning new skills and
camaraderie. Oh … and cake. Never underestimate the importance of cake
to a volunteer!
EuCAN (the European Conservation Action Network)
has a thriving group known as the Dorset Midweek
managers.
Volunteers, who meet every Wednesday, come rain or shine,
“We provide
to work on a variety of countryside management projects
opportunities
across the south of the county, from Purbeck to East Devon.
for the retired,
Dry stone walling, hedge laying, wood and grassland
the
management and restoration, the removal of invasive flora
unemployed
and good old “scrub bashing” are among their tasks. With an and those with
average weekly turnout of 17, the volunteers come from a
ability issues,
wide mix of backgrounds and abilities, but all are united by
including learning difficulties, to join a fully inclusive and
the sheer pleasure of working in the beautiful Dorset
happy team, regardless of background.”
countryside.
The youngest team member, Matt, aged 25, said: “I’ve made
“Just look at the view,” says Jim, at 76 the oldest member of new friends, I’ve learned new skills and I work in the fresh
the group, while the volunteers worked on Morden Heath in air. It’s great.” Another volunteer, Steve, a reserve driver for
bright autumn sunshine. “We all need to take more exercise the team’s minibus and a recently-qualified chainsaw
as we get older and it’s also a great social occasion.”
operator, said: “What I like is the sense of achievement at
the end of the working day.”
Another volunteer, Wendy, was taking lessons in stone
masonry when she heard that EuCAN was rebuilding a dry
stone wall on the South Dorset Ridgeway. “For me it’s all
about the camaraderie and the chance to see some of these
wild places you’d never normally go to on your own.”
The group’s leader, Dave Searle, says EuCAN is especially
proud that a partnership with the lottery-funded South
Dorset Ridgeway Landscape Partnership has enabled the
volunteers to attend training courses on chain sawing, brush
cutting and first aid.
“We now have a sizeable team of fully equipped machine
operators, so we can undertake more challenging work.
None of us has any formal background in countryside
conservation, but we are guided by and learn from reserve
6

Recently the EuCAN volunteers were rewarded with evidence
of their labours while helping to restore a water vole habitat
in West Dorset. The distinctive “plop” sound on the water
and a fleeting glimpse of a fast swimming creature proved
that the voles were back.

It was tea and cake all round after that.
For more details of how to
become involved, please
e-mail:
eucan.dmv@gmail.com

